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Abstract 
De Bruin, M.G., K.A. Driver and D.S. Lubinsky, Convergence of simultaneous Hermite-Pad& approximants 
to the n-tuple of q-hypergeometric series (2@O((A, ai), (1, 1); z)),Yl, Journal of Computational and Applied 
Mathematics 49 (1993) 37-43. 
We investigate the convergence of simultaneous Hermite-PadC approximants for the n-tuple of power series 
fi(z) = C~=,C~)z”, i = 1, 2,. ., n, where C$)= 1, Cl’)= nj:A(A -q al+p), k al. Here A, q E@, (Y~EIW, 
i=l , . .,n. For ) A) # 1, if q = eiO, fl E (0,2a) and 0/(2a) is irrational, each fi(z), i = l,.. . , n, has a natural 
boundary on its circle of convergence. We show that certain sequences of Hermite-PadC approximants 
converge in capacity to ( fi(z), . . . , f,(z)) inside the common circle of convergence of each f,, i = 1,. . . , n. 
Keywords: Hermite-Pade approximant; convergence; q-hypergeometric series 
1. Introduction and formulation 
The simultaneous rational approximant with common denominator polynomial was intro- 
duced by Hermite [9] and is formulated as follows. Let {fi}F=I be an n-tuple of formal power 
series over C: 
fi(Z) = 2 C$‘zk, ct-” # 0, i = 1, 2,. . . ) n. (14 
k=O 
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For each (n + l)-tuple (pO, pi,. . . , p,) of nonnegative integers, with 
a:=&)+&+ ... +pn, 
we formulate the approximation problem of finding polynomials 
P,(z) =PJpo, pi,...,p,; z), i=o, 1, 2,...,n, 
(1.2) 
(1.3) 
satisfying 
deg P,(z)<a-pi, i=O, l,..., IZ, 
and 
P,(Z)fi(Z) -P,(z) = o(z”+l), 2 + 0, i = 1, 2 )...) n. 
(1.4) 
(1*5) 
Here, 0 denotes Landau’s symbol. Condition (1.5) yields I~(T + II homogeneous linear relations 
in the nu + IZ + 1 unknown coefficients of P,, P,, . . . , P,. Such a system always has a nontrivial 
solution so that there exists P,(z) f 0 satisfying (1.5). It is natural to consider the rational 
functions { Pj( z)/P,( z>}T= 1 as approximants to {fJz>}in_ 1 and the vector (PI/P,, . . . , PJP,) is 
called the simultaneous Hermite-Pad& approximant o the vector of functions <f,, . . . , f,>. 
Hermite [9] obtained an explicit formula for this approximant for the functions (ejz}in,o and 
thereby proved the transcendence of e. 
Convergence results for Hermite-Pad& approximants have been obtained for relatively few 
classes of special functions; among those for which convergence has been investigated are 
certain subclasses of Markov-type functions (cf. [1,2,11]) and the set of hypergeometric 
functions {iF,(l; ci; z>}T=i (cf. [3]). 
In this paper, we consider the convergence of simultaneous Hermite-Pad& approximants to 
a set of q-hypergeometric functions {,@,,((A, ai), (1, 1); z}~?, for those values of the parameter 
4 for which each function has a natural boundary on its circle of convergence. The results 
obtained are a generalization of those proved in [6] on convergence of the (ordinary) PadC 
approximant o one function of the above type. 
2. Definitions, notation and statement of results 
Consider the n-tuple of formal power series (1.1) with 
k-l 
CL1 
7 Cf)= ,rlro(A -qacfp), k > 1, i = l,..., II, (2.1) 
where A, q E C, cxi E R, and by qal+p we mean the principal value. To avoid trivialities, let us 
assume 
A#O, A#qai+P, qal--aJ+p#l, i=l,..., n, i#j, PELT. (2.2) 
For each (n + l)-tuple (p,,, pr, . . . , p,) of nonnegative integers, it was shown in [31 that, 
provided 
pO>ppi-l, lGi<n, (2.3) 
the solution to (1.5) is unique up to normalization. The denominator polynomial P,(z) 
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(normalized so that P,(O) = 1) for the simultaneous rational approximants to {fi(z))lL1 defined 
by (1.1) and (2.1) is given by 
a-/% 
P,(z) =CJ(p,, pl,...,pIl; z> = c &Zk, (2.4) 
k=O 
where 
(- lyq-k 
dk = (1, 1; q)a-po-kAfl-PO-k 
n-~-k(_l)~[~-pSOk] 
S=O 
Xq(O-P”-sXa-Ppo--s+1)/2 fi(A7 “j+PO-Pj+s+ ‘; 4)p; 
j=l 
(2.5) 
Here, (A, cr; q), is the Pochhammer symbol defined by 
(A a; &I = 1, (A, (Y; q)n=(A -q”)(A-q*+‘) ***(A -qa+nP1), n>l, 
(2.6) 
and [$I is the Gaussian binomial coefficient: 
(1, 1; &k(l, 1; q)k’ OGkGn* P-7) 
We remark that (2.5) is the corrected version of [4, equation (Mb)]. 
Each of the formal power series fi< z), i = 1, . . . , n, defined by (1.11, (2.1) satisfies the 
functional equation (cf. [6]) 
fi(Z)(l -z/I) = 1 -zqaifi(qz), i = l)...) n, (2.8) 
and, moreover, for ) A 1 f 1 and 
q = eio, 8 E (0, 2~), 8/(2~) irrational, (2.9) 
each fi(z> has a natural boundary on its circle of convergence I z I = l/maxIl, I A 1) (cf. 161). 
We remark that for I A I = 1 and q as in (2.91, the radius of convergence of fi(t>, 
i= 1,. . . , ~1, is equal to 1, except for some A lying in a set of capacity zero. It is known that this 
set of capacity zero is nonempty and that there exist q satisfying (2.9) and A with I A I = 1 such 
that fi(z) is entire, i = 1, . . . , n (cf. [7]). 
The existence of an explicit formula for the denominator polynomial P,(z) enables us to 
analyse its zero distribution and obtain the following convergence result. 
Theorem 2.1. Let q = eie, 0 E (0, 27~1, 0/(2~) irrational and let I A I # 1. Let 
(p,(m), &n>, * * *, p,(m)}“,= 1 be a sequence of (n + lbtuples of nonnegative integers with a(m) 
:= C~=,pj(m) satisfying 
po(m)>pj(f?Z)-l, l<j<n, m> 1, 
and assume that 
lim (C - pa)(m) = m. 
nZ+m 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
Then, if {PJm; z>}~?=~ denotes the unique (n + l)-tuple of polynomials for {fi<z>)~CI satisfying 
(1.41, (1.5) for point number m, P,(m; z>/P,(m; z) converges in capacity to fi(z), 1 < i < n for 
I z I < l/max{l, I A I). 
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The proof of Theorem 2.1 relies upon information regarding the zero distribution of P,(z) 
contained in Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3. 
Lemma 2.2. Let q = eis, 8 E (0, 2~), 8/(2 r irrutionaZ and I A I # 1. Let II * II denote the sm > 
norm on the unit cb-cle and, forpoint number m, let {p&m), pl(m>, . . . , p,(m)) be any (n + 
of nonnegative integers satisfying (2.101, (2.11). Then if PO(z) is given by (2.4) and (2.51, 
lirns~p~~~~~~~‘~“~~“~~“~~rnax{l, IA(}:=A*. 
m-m 
l)-tupie 
Moreover, if we define 
Z 
Po”(m; z) :=P, m; - ) 
i 1 A” 
then 
jIJlm 11 P,* Ip-pOXm) = 1. 
(2.12) 
(2.13) 
(2.14) 
Proof. For notational brevity, we shall (where convenient) omit explicit display of the depen- 
dence of u and pj on the variable m. By (2.51, 
d = (_ l)-q-kAk 
k (1, 1; q)c-po-k s=o 
n pi 
xq(o-P”-sX~~P”-~+l)/2 nni q",+PO-Pjts l- A 41’ . i (2.15) j=l l,=l 
Now (cf. [8, p.511, 
fi (1 _tqli) = 2 (-1)” T 
I, = 1 I;=0 [ J 
so that 
4’ ’ I(1 +wfl, > (2.16) 
= q(“-P”X~-Po+l)/2 
JQ ly) 
{ ,y ~,,~~,q~j~~,+~~,‘Iq~;;-.)~~ 
x “E-” (_ 4 (T - “,” - k]q”“+l~,2q”r4+ ... +In-_(u-_po+l)l~ 
s=o 
Further, by (2.161, 
CPF-k(_l)SIC-psI) -k]qS’lt’)/2qS[‘I+ .” +[n-(a-_PO+l)] 
s=o 
u-po-k 
(_ q”-Pock svl (1 _ qvo+l-(h+ ... +L--s) 
= 
q(c-po-k)[k-(l,+ ... +l.)]+(a-po-kXa-pa-k+1)/2 ’ 
(2.17) 
(2.18) 
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Also, 
= a-pPo-(ll+ *** +I,) 
a-a,-k 1 
, O<I,+ ... +l,<k. 
Recalling that I q I = 1, we obtain from (2.151, (2.17)--(2.19), for 0 < k < u - p,,, 
(2.19) 
(2.20) 
Moreover, (cf. [lo, Lemma 4.21) for any 0 < k < n, given any E > 0, there exists a constant B, 
independent of 12 and k, such that 
I[ II ; =G B(l + E)“. (2.21) 
Since the number of terms in the sum Cl,+ ___ +* +, 0 < lj <pi, 1 <j < n, is bounded above by 
M,$“-’ for some constant M, we obtain from (2:20) and (2.21), for 0 < k G (T - pO, 
ldkl ,<N(l +E)2(u-P$41k 6 P 
[=O [I4(1+~,1~’ 
where N is a constant independent of k and CT - pO. Letting 
it is straightforward to show that 
lim SL/k = max(1, I AI) =A*. 
k-m 
Indeed, for I A I > 1, C~=,[“-‘/[ I A I(1 + l )]t is convergent o, say, M; then, 
(2.23) 
(2.24) 
(2.22) 
lAlk 
IW +4 
dk<IAlkM, 
so that 
I Al 
and (2.24) holds for I A I > 1. If I A I < 1, the terms in the sum-part of 6, are strictly 
increasing, the sum can be estimated from below by, for instance, the last term and from above 
by k + 1 times the last term, so we obtain 
I Alkk”-’ k” 
bw + 41 
k <6,GIAIk(k+1) 
[I41 +41k’ 
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Then, 
& (/t~ky < Sy < $-+ (k + ly(k”“)“, 
and (2.24) follows for I A I < 1. Also by (2.41, (2.51, 
11 P, )I l/(~--Po) <, o<I$F_p 1 d, p-pqo - po + l)l’+), 
so that (2.12) follows from(2:22)1)(2.25). 
(2.25) 
We observe that for k = 0, the right-hand side of (2.19) is zero for 1 < I, + . . * + 1, f u - po, 
and 1 for lj = 0, j = 1,. . ., n. This fact, together with (2.16) and (2.171, then shows that 
do = P,(O) = 1. The limit (2.14) then follows from (2.12) and P,(O) = 1 using the maximum 
modulus principle. q 
Lemma 2.3. Let E > 0 and BE := 12: I z I > l/[A*(l + E)]). 
(i) Zf N,,, is the number of zeros of Po( z> outside sB~, counting multiplicity, then 
Nvl 
JFm (a-PO)(m) = O* 
(ii) Writing 
(2.26) 
PO(Z) = (A*zy”fim (&)@,j A)? (2.27) 
where the N, zeros of q’,(l/( A *z)) are the zeros of P,(z) outside BC, we haue, with a suitable 
choice of branches, 
l/k-&Jo--NXm) 1 
=- 
A*z ’ 
(2.28) 
locally uniformly in 0 < 6 < I z 1 < l/(A*(l + E)). 
Proof. This follows from (2.14) and [lo, Theorem 2.31 applied to W(z) := ~~-~oP,*(l/z). One 
sees that W(z) has property U as enunciated in [lo, p.3341. 0 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. From (2.131, (2.27) and (2.28), 
l/b-p0Xm) 
Icwl l/k-p,Xm) =lzl( ++o(l) CL ; it i )I 
uniformly in compact subsets of {z: 0 < 1 z I < l} as m + ~0. Here @, has degree N, = o[(a - 
p,,)(m)]. Combined with (2.14), this enables us to show that for each fixed 0 < 6, E < 1, 
cap z: Izl<l-o and 
1 
II p,* II 
I&Yz)l 
> (1 + e)(rr-POxm) 
I 
+ 0, as m+m. (2.29) 
The method of proof of (2.29) is very similar to the proof in [lo, p.3551, and, using (2.291, the 
proof of convergence in capacity follows the same procedure given in [lo, p.3561. 0 
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